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Documentary Response: Unit 2 
 
CANDIDATE THREE: (705 words) 
 
We started off by reading the play and sectioning it which is a Stanislavski technique.  
We went into groups and did freeze frames of Antigone, Creon and Ismene. We had 
sentences to use to make the freeze frames from. There were words like depressed, 
confident and strong to show what the characters were like. We did a freeze frame for 
Ismene with me turning away with my back to Madison then Briony kneeling down 
begging Madison to not bury our brother. We wanted to show the different choices 
that Ismene had to make. 
 
We used some of the script to show how the sisters felt. This was good because I 
didn't understand the words at first and this helped me to understand them. Antigone 
just wanted to treat her brothers the same and stand up to Creon who was being 
unfair. We were in pairs at first and I liked how Macy and Rosie showed how 
different they were by cross cutting with Ismene turning away in just a chatty way 
while Antigone was burying her brother. Macy used a deep slow voice that was really 
different and made it like they were in different places. When we were in groups the 
other group showed Antigone's anger by all speaking loudly together and using strong 
angry movements. 
 
We made up a scene with Haemon and Creon. In our play there were 2 of us who had 
taken our dad's car without asking and crashed it but brought it back without saying 
anything. The dad tried to talk to them to find out the truth but they pretended they 
didn't know anything so he got violent. One of the other group's showed that the son 
was the good one and the father was just drunk and depressed – this was good because 
the play showed the son being more of an adult.  It made us understand the argument 
with Haemon and Creon in the play so we could perform it better. 
When we did the freeze frames for each of the sections then we added words from the 
play. This was good because it helped you understand the story better and why 
Antigone wanted to stand up for her brother.  
 
In groups we did a scene as the chorus with slow motion, freeze frames and using our 
voices. We moved like one body for some of the time then split apart to show how the 
war had split the people apart. We wanted the audience to feel afraid so we ran at 
them suddenly then stopped shouting our words. It was good. I like working like this 
because when we make things up all together it feels like we have done something 
good. 
 
Conscience alley was where we made two lines of people and one of us had to be 
Antigone and walk down the middle while we said her thoughts. We did this a couple 
of times because it was hard to think of what to say so I said 'I must do this for my 
brother' Then we had to be in two groups and make up what was happening in her 
mind – my group used movement and our thoughts aloud to show how Antigone was 
feeling confused.  Polina was really good in this she used her voice and body 
language to show how Antigone was scared but didn't want to change her mind. 
The scene we did with the guards was more funny. My group did a scene where they 
found Polynices body had been  covered and we tried to blame each other and ti 
ended in a fight. We chose one of us to tell Creon because we were too scared to and 



we had resons why we couldn't so we did a short straw. All the groups did good 
pieces for this task. I think it was because the play was sad and we had the chance of 
making this part funny as a change. 
 
I liked working on this play. We got to use ideas from the practitioners we have been 
doing and get to understand the play. I liked the way Antigone stood up for what she 
believed but I don't think most people nowadays would do it.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Moderator’s Comments on Documentary Evidence Unit 2: 
Antigone
 
Note to centres:  The Moderator commentary is to support centres.  Teacher-Assessors are 
not expected to replicate in this level of detail. 
 
CANDIDATE THREE 
 
A balance of the criteria for Level  4 with some aspects of Level 3 were met 
in this candidate's Response to the practical exploration. 
 
The description of the candidate's own work in the sectioning task  'we did 
the freeze frames for each of the sections then added words from the play – 
it helped you understand the story better' was adequate. There was 
marginally more evaluative comment on the work of others eg.'Polina was 
really good in this she used her voice and body language to show how 
Antigone was scared but didn't want to change her mind'. 
 
The candidate's description of the Conscience Alley exercise 'it was hard to 
think of what to say so I said 'I must do this for my brother' was adequate 
but there was more subtlety in the reference to the use of drama elements 
and medium to communicate  'we wanted the audience to feel afraid so we 
ran at them suddenly then stopped shouting our words' when developing the 
chorus speech which was good. 
 
There were references to growing understanding of the play as a whole eg 
the relationships between Haemon & Creon and Ismene and Antigone, 
through the tasks. The comments in the final paragraph indicated how the 
work had led to an appreciation of Antigone's motives with reference to the 
work of theatre practitioners. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Unit 2 Response to Live Theatre 
 
CANDIDATE THREE 
 
The Good Soul of Szechuan (1, 311) 
The play The Good Soul of Szechuan written by Bertolt Brecht, is about three gods 
who come to visit earth and who are in search for one good person that can take them 
in for one night. They come across a kind chinese prostitute named Shen Te who then 
gives them a place to stay for the night. As a thank you the gods then give her money 
which Shen Te then goes and buys herself a tabacco and herione shop with. Shen Te 
is a very kind and thoughtful person who cares about everyone but once this kindness 
has been shown Shen Te is then taken advantage off by her fellow relatives and 
others. She then realises that she has to be mean to be nice so she then goes off and 
makes herself into her cousin Shui Ta. Shui Ta is a much harder and stricter person 
who then goes back and kicks everyone out of her shop and starts putting everything 
back into shape. But with no one realisng that Shui Ta isn't a real person but Shen-Te 
in disguise they all do as they are told. Later on in the play Shen Te falls in love with 
a man who she thinks truly loves her but on the other hand she doesn't realise all he's 
after is the money. 
 
I went to watch this play with my drama class and my drama teacher. When I had first 
walked into the theatre I thought it was a cheap, second hand tacky place as we had to 
walk through the stage to get to our seats. Also the seating arrangements were quite 
dangerous and cheap. However, as the play went on I then understood why the theatre 
was set out as it was. I still thought they would have done a bit better with the setting 
and at least have made a bigger and spacious stage where it didn't look to cramped 
out. Overall I enjoyed this play and thought it was rather different than any other play. 
In the play I personally as part of the audience found all the characters quite jolly and 
funny. However some I found rather annoying and irritating. When I say this I mean 
some characters with high pitched voices and that just generally are annoyng 
characters.  
 
At the start of the play where the first character 'Wang' who is looking for the gods to 
help the poor people in Szechuan. I personally find him a very funny and loyal 
person. The reason I think this is because he was waiting for the gods and once they 
had arrived he was the only one who was looking after them and trying to find a place 
for them to stay. This shows us as the audience that Wang is a guy that is willing to 
give up his time to take care of those who want good for us. In my opinion I think that 
Wang is a very thoughtful character in the play. His attitude towards other characters 
were very sharp and you could tell straight away how he was feeling by his facial 
expressions and body language. When Wang is performing he exagerated his voice 
and his acting. I think this was really good as it showed us he likes to act and enjoys 
his job. 
 
Shen Te is a very important part to the play and I personally thought she played her 
part really well as she used a lot of energy and emphasised her character very well. At 
first I didn't really pay that much attention towards her character but as the play went 
on she caught my full attention and mind. During some parts she had me questioning 
why she is dong some of the things she is doing? Which then once again caught my 
full attention. Shen Te's facial expressions were really random sometimes. The reason 



for this is because some of the time her facial expressions had nothing to do with what 
was being said and got quite confusing. On the other hand, I personally thought her 
acting was superb. In contrast, Shen Te's movements were really accurate and she also 
put a lot of energy into her performance, this was another reason why I had enjoyed 
the play because all the characters put all their effort and hard work into it and made it 
really interesting for the audience. Also Shen Te's movements  motivated how she 
was feeling. For example hips to the side and a not bothered face showed us she didn't 
really give a toss about what was going on at this point. At some points Shen Te got a 
lot of my sympathy as I felt rather sorry for her and her character.  
 
In the play the director created dramatic movements by allowing characters to use 
affensive language and movements. By this I mean the audience get more dragged 
into the play when actors use offensive language or if they are fighting. The reason for 
this is because some part of audience like fighting scences or it just gets us more 
intrested and makes us ask ourselves questions on why they would do it, and whether 
its a good thing to do all of that infront of little children that are sitting in the 
audience. However when a scary part comes into the play the audience also react the 
same way as the characters and many times try and put themselves into their position. 
The part I was mostly dragged into would have to be the ending part when Shen Te is 
getting married and the truth is being revealed about her fiance and his mother. The 
reason I found this part of the play most exciting and interesting is because I found it 
most dramatic and exiting.  
 
To my opinion I think that at times in the play the audience were very hooked into the 
play. But there were a couple of moments where I thought the audience got a bit 
bored as sometimes I personally feel things in the play did drag on quite a lot and as 
the audience we wouldn't quite enjoy having to sit in one place for 2-3 hours and 
watching things being dragged on. There were times in the play were the audience felt 
part of the crew. I personally felt like this. When the characters/ actors took their own 
spotlight and spoke their minds out to us to make us feel like one of them. At the start 
when the audience were coming into the theatre I think a few off them felt a bit 
akward having to walk through the stage with the play had sort of started. When I say 
sort of started by this I mean there wre already actors acting as a few of the audience 
were entering the building. Personally I felt kind of weird having to walk through the 
main stage to get to my seat especially as actors had already started acting the start 
out. 
 
I must say watching 'The Good Soul of Szechuan' was very different to anything I 
would normally watch. I personally thought it was a great experience to experience at 
least once in my life. This play was worth the time I personally thought as it had 
caught my total attention the majority of the time. It was also a very different place, as 
I would never really think about going anywhere like this. 
In conclusion I personally feel that this was a once in a life time opportunity and 
thought it was worh the time and money. However, there were times during the play 
were I was really rather bored and wasn't really drawn into what was going on. In 
addition overall the play was fantastic and I would recommend other year groups to 
watch it. 
 
 



Moderator’s Comments on Candidate’s Response to Live 
Performance 
 
Note to centres:  The Moderator commentary is to support centres.  Teacher-Assessors are 
not expected to replicate in this level of detail. 
 
CANDIDATE THREE 
 
The candidate communicated an adequate view of the production, which 
places the response in Level 4. 
 
By outlining the narrative at the beginning of the response the candidate 
showed some understanding of the play's content.  
There was a strong sense of the candidate's own reaction to the production 
which led to some observations that were discussed to a limited extent. This 
was an honest reflection of the candidate's own feelings that could have 
been interesting had they been more fully justified. 
 
There was little evidence of understanding in depth (eg when describing 
Wang's performance) while the evaluation of the Shen Te/ Shui Ta roles 
seemed to confuse the actor with the character and did not develop the 
comments made in the introduction.  
 
There was minimal reference to the use of set and costume and the 
observation of the 'cheap, tacky second hand place' was justified by the 
limited 'as the play went on I then understood'. 
 
A substantial part of the response was devoted to considering the 'dramatic 
movements' and ways in which the director engaged the audience that 
showed a limited understanding of how a challenging playtext had been 
interpreted in production.  
 
QWC: there is a limited use of drama terminology. There are some spelling 
errors but they do not impede communication although the disjointed style 
and form are limited. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


	 

